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Abstract
This document outlines the testing performed and the results obtained from the use of a Network Appliance
(NetApp) storage array to host Exchange 2003 Storage Groups in the Microsoft IT organization.
The purpose of this testing was two-fold:


To determine what effect a 10-fold increase in mailbox size would have on Exchange 2003
performance scaling



To determine the value and impact of snapshot-based backups where the snapshots reside on the
same disk spindles as the live Exchange data

An additional benefit of this testing was the opportunity to examine a NetApp FAS980 storage array and
determine its viability as a storage platform for Exchange Server 2003.
Testing was performed in the Microsoft Exchange “Dogfood” lab. This location provided the opportunity to
introduce the storage array to a live Microsoft Exchange environment supporting several thousand live
Exchange users.
The results of the test were positive, with over 1,800 live users supported on the NetApp storage array. The
goal was to support 2,000 users, but because of the limitations imposed by the use of a dual-CPU server for
running Exchange Server 2003, scaling beyond 1,800 was not possible. NetApp storage enables snapshot
backups where a snapshot image is stored on the same spindles as live Exchange data. This capability
initially raised concerns about the impact of database verifications on the Exchange backups. However,
these concerns proved to be unfounded, because the storage array not only provided multiple backup
images, but also allowed Exchange database verification to occur during normal operational hours, with an
I/O impact that was well within the requirements for Exchange Server operation.
This testing proved that NetApp storage arrays are a viable solution for housing large mailboxes for
Exchange users, and also validated that NetApp backup and restore software tools for Exchange provide a
significant value-add to managing Exchange Server deployments.
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Overview
This report details the results of using a NetApp FAS980 storage array to provide storage services for
Exchange Server 2003. These tests were performed in the Microsoft Exchange “Dogfood” lab.
The Dogfood lab is a preproduction environment that allows testing of hardware and software with live
users, so that live Exchange data can be monitored during the evaluation of hardware and software
products.
The purpose of the testing was two-fold. One goal was to qualitatively determine the changes in Exchange
Server 2003 I/O as a result of increasing mailbox size by a factor of 10 (from 200MB to 2GB). The second
goal was to determine the impact to Exchange Server 2003 storage from the use of on-disk snapshots
where the snapshots occupy the same spindles as live Exchange data.
The configuration for this testing was an Exchange Server and a backup and verification server, both of
which were connected to a NetApp FAS980C storage array. The backup and verification server was used to
offload the backup and verification operations from the primary Exchange Server..

1. Equipment
Two Hewlett-Packard DL380G3 dual-processor servers with 4GB of RAM both running Windows® 2003
Enterprise Edition SP1 were used. One of the DL380s ran Exchange Server 2003 Enterprise Edition SP1
and the second was used as a verification and backup management server. The second server did not have
Exchange installed. Additional software components installed on both of these machines included NetApp
SnapDrive® 3.1R2, a LUN management tool; the NetApp multipath I/O driver; a VSS hardware provider; and
NetApp SnapManager® 3.1 for Microsoft Exchange, an Exchange VSS backup and restore software tool.
One of the DL380s (df-flash) ran Exchange Server 2003 Enterprise Edition and managed 2,000 mailboxes,
each of which was 2GB in size. The second DL380 (df-mutley) was used as a verification and backup
server. This server also had NetApp SnapDrive 3.1R2 and NetApp SnapManager 3.1 for Microsoft
Exchange loaded.
The NetApp storage system consisted of an active/active FAS980 with a total of 238 144GB 10K RPM Fibre
Channel drives. The FAS980 was connected to the Exchange Server and the backup and verification server
via redundant Fibre Channel switches (refer to Figure 1. System Configuration).
Four Exchange Storage groups were used for the approximately 2,000 mailboxes (each Storage Group had
five databases). The Exchange Storage Groups were hosted on LUNs that were presented to the Windows
operating system as drives E:, G:, I:, and K:, with their log files hosted on four LUNs presented as F:, H:, J:,
and L: respectively.
Prior to the migration of live users onto the servers, a variety of tests were executed to determine the I/O
characteristics of the storage configuration. These tests confirmed that the configuration proposed more
than met the requirements for the planned Exchange environment.
Mailbox users were migrated onto the storage platform over a period of 10 days, with approximately 200
users per evening moved to the Exchange Server. The total number of Exchange users was a little over
1,800. Again, the limitation on the number of users was due to the use of a dual-CPU Windows server.
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Figure 1) System Configuration

Figure 2 and Figure 3 show the layout of the NetApp storage in detail. Each of the FAS980 controllers had a
portion of the storage associated with the running of the controller (vol0). Additionally, portions of the storage
were allocated to supporting the Exchange Storage Groups and Exchange log files. Additional storage was
allocated for handling the data associated with backup and restore operations (used by SnapManager for
Exchange).
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Figure 2) Storage Controller 1 Configuration

Figure 3) Storage Controller 2 Configuration

2. Findings
This section presents results from performance data collected during normal operations on a Monday
morning and early afternoon. During the period of measurement, there were on average 4,336 active user
sessions on the Exchange Server (refer to Figure 4 and Table 1). This does not map directly to the number
of mailboxes hosted on the storage; estimates put the actual number of mailboxes at around 1,800.
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Figure 4) Active Exchange User Sessions

ACTIVE

CONNECTION

CONNECTION

USER

COUNT

Min

4851

3902

7544

Average

5356

4336

8031

Median

5352

4356

8078

Max

5674

4583

8206

Table 1) Active Exchange User Sessions

Data was collected from 10 a.m. until 2 p.m. on a Monday. This time period represented the highest
Exchange loads for the selected user community. The following paragraphs, tables, and figures summarize
the loads experienced by the configuration.
Although server CPU usage was as high as 100% at times, on average it was around 67%, with the
minimum usage around 22%. Table 2 summarizes CPU usage during the monitoring period. Figure 5 shows
the CPU load during the period when data was collected. From the CPU usage data, it can be inferred that
this configuration of an Exchange Server would not be able to host many more than 2,000 user mailboxes
under the Exchange profile used. This is based on the presumption that CPU utilization should not exceed
70% on a sustained basis, which allows for peaks in activity with minimal impact on the remaining user
community.
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Figure 5) CPU Usage

% CPU

Min

22.507

Average

67.853

Median

67.445

Max

100.000
Table 2) CPU Usage

Table 3 and Figure 6 show the read latencies observed for the Exchange Storage Groups on the Exchange
Server during the monitoring period (10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Monday).
Figure 6 shows that the read latencies exhibit an unusual pattern. In the early timeframe, Storage Groups 1
and 2 show higher latencies than do Storage Groups 3 and 4. Around 11:45 a.m. this is reversed, with
Storage Groups 3 and 4 showing higher latencies than Storage Groups 1 and 2. This unusual I/O pattern is
due to the running of database checksum verification (eseutil /k) against the storage groups during normal
operation. Running verification during normal operational hours is not a recommended NetApp best practice,
because the I/O associated with verification is quite significant. However, even with verification running,
each storage group had read latencies of between 7 and 8 milliseconds on average.
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STORAGE GROUPS - SEC/READ
E: (SG1)

G: (SG2)

I: (SG3)

K: (SG4)

Min

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001

Avera
ge

0.007

0.007

0.008

0.008

zMedi
an

0.005

0.005

0.010

0.009

Max

0.021

0.026

0.022

0.022

Table 3) Storage Group Read Latencies (4 Hours)

Storage Group - Disk Read Latencies
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Figure 6) Storage Group Read Latencies (4 Hours)

Dividing the monitoring timeframe into two periods covering the two verification runs – the verification run for
Storage Groups 1 and 2 (period 1) and the run for Storage Groups 3 and 4 (period 2) – allows a closer
examination of the disk activity.
During period 1, the average latency for Storage Groups 1 and 2 (from Table 4 and Figure 7), when both
Exchange e-mail traffic and database verifications are occurring, is between 11 and 13 milliseconds, well
within the 20 milliseconds recommended for Exchange drive latency. For those storage groups that are
supporting only Exchange e-mail traffic (Storage Groups 3 and 4), the average latency is 4 milliseconds.
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10:00 – 11:40

STORAGE GROUPS - SEC/READ
E: (SG1)

G: (SG2)

I: (SG3)

K: (SG4)

Min

0.005

0.006

0.001

0.001

Average

0.011

0.013

0.004

0.004

Median

0.010

0.012

0.004

0.004

Max

0.021

0.026

0.011

0.008

Table 4) Storage Group Disk Read Latencies (First Period)

Figure 7) Storage Group Disk Read Latencies (First Period)

Table 5 and Figure 8 show a similar result for Storage Groups 3 and 4. The storage groups that are the
target of verification as well as normal Exchange traffic show average latencies of 12 milliseconds, while
those dealing only with normal Exchange traffic show average latencies of 3 to 4 milliseconds.
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11:46 – 14:00

STORAGE GROUPS - SEC/READ
E: (SG1)

G: (SG2)

I: (SG3)

K: (SG4)

Min

0.001

0.001

0.006

0.003

Average

0.004

0.003

0.012

0.012

Median

0.003

0.003

0.012

0.011

Max

0.011

0.011

0.022

0.022

Table 5) Storage Group Disk Read Latencies (Second Period)

Figure 8) Storage Group Disk Read Latencies (Second Period)

Table 6 shows that the disk queue lengths (or depths) are kept to a reasonable level. In fact, the system was
configured to allow for queue depths up to 255. On average, the queue length for the storage groups is
between 2 and 4, while the queue length for the log files is less than 1.
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AVERAGE DISK QUEUE LENGTH

11:46-14:00

STORE

LOGS

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

Min

0.197

0.116

0.445

0.321

0.001

0.005

0.005

0.003

Average

3.475

3.629

4.197

4.099

0.045

0.044

0.046

0.048

Median

2.653

2.507

3.874

3.406

0.041

0.039

0.042

0.043

Max

17.309

16.489

17.139

15.952

0.252

0.229

0.193

0.364

Table 6) Disk Queue Lengths

Additional data is presented in Figures 9 through 14 at the end of this document. Again, the data show that
the operation of the storage system under normal Exchange user loads with verification operation running is
acceptable for Exchange.

3. Conclusions
Based on the testing performed and the results obtained, the viability of using a NetApp FAS980C storage
system to support an Exchange user community is confirmed – especially with the use of on-disk snapshot
Exchange backup images for fast restores. This testing clearly shows, for the supporting Exchange user
community, the viability of running Exchange database verification during daily Exchange operations. It
should be noted that NetApp best practice is to run Exchange database verification during off-peak times,
thus minimizing the impact of the verification I/O. It should also be noted that this verification operation was
performed without the use of eseutil throttling, and that the load placed on the storage system was still within
acceptable limits. Eseutil throttling was introduced with Exchange Server 2003 SP2 and is intended to allow
some control over the I/O load generated when performing database checksum operations.
This testing demonstrated the need to adopt different Exchange operational procedures than those
developed for streaming Exchange backup and restore operations. Dealing with large Exchange databases
and the need to perform verification on these databases as part of the backup cycle means that, in 24x7
shops, larger windows for the verification operation are required. This in turn affects the window available for
online maintenance. Being able to complete an Exchange verification during daily operations without
affecting users is significant, as is the ability to take “snapshot” backups many times during the day. This
type of activity is not possible with streaming-based backups.
The results of this activity clearly show that for the Exchange community supported during the test period,
the NetApp FAS980C met both storage and performance needs. Additionally, the FAS980C and
SnapManager for Exchange allow effective operational changes to Exchange maintenance activities. This
provides the ability to perform additional backup of the Exchange data without affecting live users, as well as
to run Exchange database verifications during normal operational hours without adverse affects on
Exchange performance.
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One item that was not tested, but that is of interest for follow up, is the ability to mirror backup data to a
remote location and then use the mirrored copy for disaster recovery.

4. Additional Data

Figure 9) Storage Group, Disk Write Latencies
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Figure 10) Storage Group, Read IOPS

Figure 11) Log Files, Read IOPS
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Figure 12) Log Files, Disk Read Latency

Figure 13) Log Files, Write IOPS
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Figure 14) Log Files, Write IOPS
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